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01 Turney Road (between Croxted Rd and Rosendale Rd)

August 2017
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Proposed intervention(s):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

New footway build-out at eastern end of Turney Road to make it easier to cross
Install new zebra crossing outside Turney School to make it safer for pedestrians to cross
Introduce visual narrowing of carriageway using buffer strips to reduce traffic speed
Replace two existing speed cushions with sinusoidal humps to reduce traffic speed
Cycle markings on carriageway in primary position with no advisory lanes
Remove centre line
Resurface carriageway and footway
Formalise parking bays

External stakeholder feedback
Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Sinusoidal humps

Concern that smoother
sinusoidal speed
humps “don’t slow
down traffic”.

Noise and vibration for surroundings
lower than existing round top humps.

Sinusoidal humps remain in proposed locations.

Less uncomfortable for emergency
vehicles and more comfortable for
people cycling.
Maximum height can be increased to
100mm from 75mm.
Their use is widespread in London and
the UK.

Zebra crossing

4

Positive opinion of the
wide build outs on the
zebra opposite
Rosendale school
entrance.

n/a
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n/a

02 Junction of Turney Road, Rosendale Road and Dalkeith Road
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Proposed intervention(s):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Remove mini-roundabout and slip road into Turney Road from Rosendale Rd (N)
Build out footways and add new pedestrian space and greenery
Formalise cycle bypass for route north towards Brockwell Park
Retain access to all adjacent residential driveways
Install parallel zebra crossings north and west of the junction
Install continuous junction treatment across Dalkeith Road
Maintain access to Rosendale Allotments in the form of a dropped kerb and loading bay
Introduce double yellow lines across driveways outside 241-245 Rosendale Road

External stakeholder feedback
Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Entire
junction

Concern was raised as to whether
buses have been tracked with
junction design, as double decker
buses have been diverted along the
route.

TfL buses have been informal consulted
about the route and will be included in
the statutory consultation.

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

The likelihood of buses using the junction
is low, however the junction has been
tracked for a movement from Rosendale
Road (N) to Rosendale Road (S), and
vice versa. While the manoeuvre is tight,
it can be made.
This may be relevant for buses
accessing Rosendale School from
Rosendale Road (N).

Concern was raised as to whether
replacing the roundabout with the
proposed junction will remove the
give-to-the-right for drivers from
Dalkeith onto Rosendale.

Entry/exit of Dalkeith as a normal side
turning, so won’t be given way to the
right (i.e. northbound traffic on
Rosendale Road).
This has a secondary benefit of reducing
ease of non-residential traffic cutting
through from Croxted Road to Norwood
Road via junction.
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Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Dislike amongst some residents for
removing the roundabout. Residents
would like to have seen improved
roundabout; rather than removal.

Current arrangement is impractical for
people walking and unsafe for cycling,
lots of space given to carriageway and
pavements are limited around junction.
Crossing movements are tortuous and
not along desire lines. Multitude of traffic
islands which serve no function as
refuges.

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Space not available for a compact
‘continental style’ roundabout.
Volume of traffic, turning movements and
multiple adjacent residential driveways
make roundabout not possible.
Bypass
cycle lane
along
western
side

Question was raised as to whether
cyclists can be encouraged to remain
on the carriageway. When explained,
cycleway is upgrade of existing desire
line, residents suggested extra traffic
calming along cycle track (in addition
to the ramps) to slow cyclists –
bollards? Signage?

Bypass to accommodate strong desire
line towards Brockwell Park.

Provide bypass with measures described.

Bypass will be calmed, it is raised so
people cycling meet a ramp on entering
it. Bollards are positioned to direct cycle
flow. It will be surfaced so that it appears
to be footway rather than carriageway
thereby giving priority to pedestrians.
Rows of rough cut setts to be placed on
either side of the bypass as a tactile
demarcation.
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Allotment
access

Request to make it clear that the
allotment loading pad is exclusive
Amend the layout of the trees to give
sufficient space for the forklift turning
circle.
Look into a subtle demarcation of the
cycle path going through the public
space.
The need for some form of
management to protect the allotment
parking and drop off space – perhaps
moveable planters /demountable
bollards to which RAA/Emergency
Crews hold keys and marking into the
bays perhaps through block work to
limit the extent of signage clutter

Permitting of loading pad is a borough
parking and enforcement issue.
Alternatively demountable bollards could
be installed within loading pad for use of
allotments.

Amend position of furniture to accommodate
loading activity.
Enforce use of bay through parking
restriction or using demountable bollards.

Investigation of loading requirements and
turning circle of fork lift have been
obtained. Relocation of two trees and
one lamp column required to design.
Demarcation of cycle bypass as
described above.

“Delivery bay for allotments is good”
Shared
space /
Urban
space

Interest in subtle advisory path from
eastern side of shared space through
to zebra onto footpath on school side.
Regarding streetscape design,

8

Advisory route for cycles to be
demarcated using inset tiles in pavement
and rows of blocks through paving. This
will be used in conjunction with rows of
blocks which form drainage channels
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Provide demarcation with measures
described.

resident would like to see visual
demarcation from the design, rather
than increased signage.

thereby marking advisory boundaries for
people cycling. These lead users across
the shared pavement between entry and
exit points along routes which match up
with desire lines.

Concern over removing the safety
barrier on the corner of Rosendale
Road and Turney Road – “children
currently run out”.

Railing currently in place as the footway
Retain improved footway layout as
on this corner is very narrow (2.0m), it is
proposed.
hard to see around the corner because of
the close boarded wooden fence at the
boundary of Rosendale School.
Proposed design makes footway much
wider (5.6m at minimum and 7.8m at
crossing), this significantly improves
visibility and space for pedestrians.
There is subsequently no need for railing
around the junction.
Railings also result in people using the
space on the carriageway side when
their desire line is blocked putting them in
a more dangerous position.

Member of the public used Orange
Square as a good example of “well
designed space enhanced by new
pocket planters - it’s a space that self
manages itself without creating the
opportunity for fly tipping (a common
problem we experience/parking on
paved space and general anti-social
behaviour.”

Further use of space, planting, seating
etc. not within scope of project.

LB Lambeth to carry out an additional piece
of work to look at utilising the new public
space effectively

There is significant potential for this
space for use for example for community
street events/ potential space for
community engagement.
Recent example below from Enfield:
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Zebra
crossings

Interest in relocating the zebra to the
right of the junction to the left side,
near Dalkeith Road, for users of the
allotments and playing fields.
Resident claims that parallel zebra
isn’t on the pedestrian desire line so
should be removed or relocated
Concern over traffic impact of truck
heading eastwards stopping at zebra
to the right of the junction blocking
traffic flow heading south over the
zebra to the north of the junction.
“If zebra will remain on the right side,
remove parallel crossing, as not
required. Keep cyclists on the
carriageway.”
Resident expressed desire for
compensatory parking spaces due to
loss from zebra to the right of the
junction.

Right of
10

Will cyclists using Rosendale road or

Position of Zebra crossing determined as
a result of iterative design and
scrutinised at stage 1 and stage 2 Road
Safety Audit. From which
recommendations were incorporated.

Retain zebra crossings in proposed
locations.

Investigation made into re-locating zebra
crossing to the space between
Rosendale Road and Dalkeith Road,
however there are a number of negatives
in comparison to design as proposed:
-

Space adjacent to close boarded
fence at north of junction is
significantly reduced causing visibility
issues and closer interaction.

-

Area for cycle/ pedestrian interaction
increased.

-

Crossing between two side roads so
close to turning traffic from both
sides.

-

2 No. parallel crossings required at
junction to facilitate cycle
movements.

When joining the highway (either at a
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Proceed with design

way /
driveways

residents leaving their driveways in a
car on Rosendale Road have right of
way?

junction or when crossing a footway) the
existing traffic (pedestrians, cycles, motor
vehicles) has right of way.

Are cars expected to reverse out of
driveways?

Reversing into the road is a legal
manoeuvre, however, Highway Code
Rule 201 advises “Do not reverse from a
side road into a main road. When using a
driveway, reverse in and drive out if you
can.”

Route to
Brockwell
Park

Can the surface along Rosendale
road be changed in the section that
deviates down towards Brockwell
Park away from Turney Road, so as
to help cyclists slow down? This area
is seen by residents of that section to
be the most dangerous because of
the speed of cyclists driving downhill
towards Norwood Road.

A new sinusoidal speed hump is
proposed on the section of Rosendale
Road continuing north towards Brockwell
Park.

Further traffic calming is outside the scope
of this scheme but Lambeth will consider
additional traffic calming in the area as part
of future schemes.

Use by
motorcyclists

Will any safety features be added to
the Turney road junction to stop
motorcyclists from using the 'footpath
/cycle route'?

The existing design has bollards through
the section and it is placed on a raised
table. The area will be clearly signed as
cycle/footway.

The design is inclusive, to accommodate as
many legitimate user as possible (cargo
bikes, mobility scooters, etc.
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05 Rosendale Road, between Eastmearn Road and Idmiston Road (Shops)

12
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Proposed intervention(s):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Remove existing informal crossings and islands, and install raised zebra with build-outs
Formalise parking bays
Replace existing speed cushions with sinusoidal road humps
Provide cycle lanes
Provide blended footway treatments and build-outs at junctions with Carson Rd, Eastmearn Rd, Elmworth Grove and Idmiston Rd
Remove centre line
Resurface carriageway

External stakeholder feedback
Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Zebra
crossing

Shop owners, and
residents do not
support any parking
loss so would like
zebra crossing to be
relocated towards
Idmiston Road

Position of Zebra crossing determined as a result of iterative
design and scrutinised at stage 1 and stage 2 Road Safety
Audit. From which recommendations were incorporated.

Make adjustments to kerb alignment
and position of zebra crossing in order
to minimise parking loss.

Investigation made into re-locating zebra crossing towards
Idmiston Road. Design utilises sections of road which due to
side turning and residential driveways are unavailable for
kerbside parking.
Parking loss is minimised and is necessary for safe operation of
zebra crossing, around side turnings and adjacent to vehicular
crossovers.
Small changes have been investigated to design in order to
minimise parking loss.
Parking loss potentially zero, subject to further investigation.

Blended
footway
on
Eastmearn
Rd

Interest in bollard on Potentially provide bollards or street furniture to prevent
corner of Eastmearn obstruction by vehicles.
Road to stop drivers
dropping-off children
at Nursery

Further investigation required into
cause and nature of obstruction with
liaison with nursery.

August 2017
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06 Rosendale Road, junction with Park Hall Road
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Proposed intervention(s):
a) Replace mini-roundabout with a priority (north-south) junction on a raised table and a new zebra on the southern arm and three
informal, at grade, crossings
b) Build-out pavement with new tree pits and planters to tighten junction
c) Provide cycle lanes either side of junction and remove centre line
d) Resurface carriageway
e) Create raised table and improve crossing at Myton Road
External stakeholder feedback
Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Entire
junction

Widespread concern about
location of zebra crossing of
proposed design –
stakeholders thought some
cars wouldn’t stop, the
northern side of the junction
would be better

Zebra crossing placed on raised table which will
cause approaching cars to slow immediately before
give way lines when approaching from south.

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Rosendale Road traffic calmed along length, and
drivers are aware of features such as this crossing
and therefore aware they are required to stop.

Enhance pedestrian space around junction
to further emphasise the residential nature
of the area.

Zebra crossing located to the south of the junction as
turning movement to and from Park Hall Road (E)
and Rosendale Road (N) is heavy. Zebra crossing
provides gaps in traffic in order for vehicles to make
turning movement.
Modelling of junction carried out with conclusion that
queuing currently occurs on Park Hall Road and “it is
reasonable to conclude that there is unlikely to be a
material increase in queuing on this arm”.
Original design of junction (early concept) provided
zebra crossing on the northern side of junction to
provide for pedestrian desire line however was
moved at request of LB Lambeth to south of junction
to facilitate the turning movement described above.
Zebra crossing is feasible to the northern side of
August 2017
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junction.
Concern that new design is
not required, as “roundabout
works as is”. Preference of
making roundabout larger,
rather than removing.

Roundabout does not work for all users.

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Pedestrian crossings are all uncontrolled and
sometimes away from desire lines.
Junction is wide and uncomfortable and not safe for
cycling.
Lots of space given to carriageway.
Space not available for a compact ‘continental style’
roundabout.
Volume of traffic and turning movements make
roundabout not suitable.

Preference in relocation
proposed zebra crossing to
the pub side (Park Hall Road,
west of junction)

This is possible.

Further investigation required.

Concern that removing the
roundabout will eliminate the
give-to-the-right movement.

Priority is to Rosendale Road.

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Streetscape

Dislike for benches and
planting – “No need for
benches and planting – who
would want to sit on a polluted
roundabout”

No benches proposed, however aim is to make
environment around junction better and a place
where somebody may stop, albeit briefly i.e. meeting
a neighbour, or for a rest.

Additional piece of work to look at use of
space.

Traffic
displacement

Concern that traffic will be
displaced into different streets,
e.g. Clive Road from
Rosendale Road.

The scheme does not propose to reduce traffic
capacity but to reduce traffic speeds. As a results, the
council expects some (but minimal) traffic
displacement.

Proceed as proposed, Lambeth to monitor
traffic speeds and volumes on adjacent
roads.

Consider use of 1057s in both
16
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directions on Clive Road.

Noted
Will be incorporated in designs.

Extract from RSA2
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07 Gipsy Hill Ward - Rosendale Road/Tritton Road

18
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Proposed intervention(s)
a)
b)
c)
d)

Change priority of junction and place on a raised table
Build out pavement to tighten corners and add new tree pits
Install new zebra outside entrance to the school
Widen footway outside Elm Wood Primary School

External stakeholder feedback
Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Junction Layout

Why does the priority not follow the
Quietway?

Priority is not given to the Quietway in
this location to mitigate against collision
risks for right turning vehicles from
Rosendale Road to Tritton Road
westbound. The school will also benefit
from reduced speeds within this
junction make-up and a new zebra
crossing

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Some residents unsure about right turn
for cyclists from Tritton Road to
Rosendale Road

Cyclists have good sightlines when
taking a right turn from Tritton Road and
the carriageway is narrowed making the
crossing distance minimal

August 2017
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09 Gipsy Hill - Paxton Place
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Proposed intervention(s)
a) Permit two-way cycling in Paxton Place
External stakeholder feedback

Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Restricting
Access

Suggestion that Paxton Place should
be made access only to general traffic.

Suggestion noted – road layout means
placing bollards is difficult as there is no
turning space. Location not appropriate
for collapsible bollards

Monitor usage and evaluate postinstallation.

Suggestion of rising bollards.

Difficult to enforce ‘Access Only’ when
Road Markings

Consider location of 1057s (primary
position and two-way)

Noted

Will incorporate into designs

August 2017
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09 Gipsy Hill – Gipsy Hill/Gipsy Road
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Proposed intervention(s)
a)
b)
c)
d)

New parallel pedestrian/cycle zebra crossing at the north of Gipsy Hill
Upgraded parallel pedestrian/cycle zebra crossing on Gipsy Road
New shared-use area with advisory cycle track
Continuous footway across the entrance to Paxton Place

External stakeholder feedback

Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Shared space
conflict and
parallel zebra
crossings

Suggestion to flip zebra and cycle
crossings to reduce conflict at
southwest corner.

Cyclists would have to travel through
the pedestrian crossing waiting point to
access the cycle crossing point. This
conflict point would be further worsened
by northbound cyclists travelling
downhill onto Gipsy Hill straight through
the zebra crossing point – cycle
crossings are needed on the
approaches to the parallel crossings.

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.

Enquired about the how the crossings
operate.

Expressed concern about pedestrian/
cycle interaction at junction in shared
space.

Proceed as proposed

Shared space is commonly used to
ensure a more comfortable and
convenient crossing for walkers and
cyclists. Lambeth Council feels at this
location implementing a shared space
area is appropriate. The alternative is

Retain junction arrangement as proposed.
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putting cyclists on the carriageway
which isn’t suitable for less confident
cyclists

Junction Layout

Bollards

24

Suggestion of a yellow box junction
across westbound traffic lane on Gipsy
Road at junction of Gipsy Hill to allow
traffic to turn right out of Gipsy Hill
towards roundabout.

Can’t only use yellow boxes for
signalised junctions. A ‘Keep Clear’ box
could be used to keep the right turn
movement clear of traffic

LB Lambeth to investigate implementing a
‘Keep Clear’ box.

Consider banning right-turn from Gipsy
Road into Gipsy Hill – vehicles can
easily go all around the rbt and turn left
into Gipsy Hill

Suggested change would Increase
conflict points around roundabout.
Large amount of vehicles coming off
Paxton roundabout left which would
increase further if banned right turn
movement implemented as well as
creating more conflict points

Proceed as proposed

Would like to retain bell bollard on
southeast corner to protect people
using the pavement.

Bell bollard is already retained in
proposals

No change
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10 Gipsy Hill ward – Gipsy Hill
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Proposed intervention(s)
a) Introduce new two metre advisory cycle lane southbound (uphill) between Oaks Avenue and Dulwich Wood Avenue
b) Relocate parking to the western side of Gipsy Hill
c) Replace speed cushions with cycle-friendly humps
External stakeholder feedback

Feature

Comment

Response

Recommendation

Crossing

Would like a raised pedestrian crossing
at entrance to park, one with a refuge
island in order for people to cross in two
stages if going to the park with children.

Refuge crossing not suitable due to
pinch points.

Designs to be amended to allow for break in
parking to allow for crossing – extra work
required to look into implementing a zebra
crossing to the park.

Visibility exiting
from off-street
accesses

Issue of visibility on Gipsy Hill from
residential accesses to the west and
sight around cars of people cycling
downhill. Preference to keep parking on
the eastern side of road for this reason.

Current proposals allow for an uphill
advisory cycle lane as this is where
cyclists are most vulnerable. Cycle
markings on the road will be positioned
away from parked cars to encourage
cyclist to cycle aware from the ‘dooring
zone’

Proceed as proposed

Parking

Concern from loss of parking on Gipsy
Hill

Majority of residents have off-street
parking. On-site survey stipulates most
parking is commuter parking.

Proceed as proposed

Use alternative
route through the
park to Dulwich
Wood Avenue

A more suitable route for the Quietway
would avoid the use of Gipsy Hill and
link in to London Cycle Network on
Dulwich Wood Avenue, tying in to the
existing cycle infrastructure to the north
and east of the roundabout at the north
of Gipsy Hill.

The borough recognises these
concerns and agrees this is a desirable
connection. We are working with
Southwark and Transport for London to
explore the feasibility of linking between
the northern sections of Gipsy Hill and
Dulwich Wood Avenue without reducing
the pedestrian facility at the bus stop on
the southern side of the roundabout.

Improvements to Gipsy Hill offer a
significant safety benefit to all road users
(pedestrians, drivers and cyclists) and are
worthwhile proceeding with.
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